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"THE HOUSE OF THE MORNING"
By AYLWARD M. BLACKMAN, D .L1rr.
As I have pointed out in a recent article', the Pharaoh had to undergo purification
before officiating in a temple . Inscriptions in the temples of Edfu' and Philae', and two
passages in the famous Piankhi Stele inform us that the purification took place in a special
chamber of the temple called * (pr-dwlt). The two last mentioned passages are as
follows :-"His majesty proceeded to the House of [Pta/e], his purification was performed
in the pr-dw;t, there were performed for him all the ceremonies that are per formed for a
king. (Then) he entered into the temple!" " (He) came in procession to the House of Ric,

t

and entered the temple with loud acclaim, the chief lector praising the god and repelling
those hostile to the king. The (Rite of the) pr-dw ;t was performed, the sdb-vestment was
fastened on, and he (the king) was purified with incense and cool water' ." See also the

following passage in the so-called Papyrus of the "Hathoricnne Sais" :-I t]t
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Hathor N., thy purification
per fanned in the pr-dw ;t of the king, and thou livest" ."
Reliefs depicting the purification of the Pharaoh in the pr-dwlt occur in a number of
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temples'. They show that he was robed and crowned as well as purified ; in fact the
pr-dwlt was a ceremonial Toilet-chamber .
A not uncommon title in the Old Kingdom, but not known outside that period, except
in the archaistic inscriptions of the XXVIth Dynasty', is 4 °
(here sit?

~

u pr-dwit), Supervisor of the Mysteries of the pr-dwlt.

S

The following
17 is a list of all the
persons I know of who bore this title. The other titles that are closely associated with it
follow each name in the order of their occurrence .
' Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology, vol. xL, pp. 67-08, 85-91 ; see al- this volume
of the Journal, pp. 117 foil.
s Kxxs, Rteusil de Travaue, vol, xxxvi, pp, 4 fell
.
s DcmcntN, Buugesc/ichte, p. 10.
I SesAxea, Urkunden des iigyptischen Alter•t anes, vo1 . in, p . 35=Pimekhi Side, line 98,
s ScHAxtsa, op. sit., p. 38=Pianklu' Stele, line 103.
s SCHIAI'AanLLI, Libro dei Funerali, vol . it, p. 138 .
' See I'roceedinps of the Society of Biblical Archeology, vol, xt ., p.
4 $g., DUm1GtiEN, De,' drabpalast des I'atua,ocoap,
III, above
Pl .

87, with note 91.
seated figure .
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IV-V.

Kouut'er

'Unique Friend (v .,. Friend), ,C
Controller of the Palace, Supervisor of the Mysteries of the pr-dolt (Egyptian Stelae in the
Brit. Mos ., Part 1, PI. 4). K . was a eon of Snofr, a Vizier
and Chief Justice, and superintetalent of that king's pyramid .

2.

IV.

Thenti

Unique Friend, Controller of the Palace, Supervisor etc. (L.,
DJ, Part II, PI . 30) .

3.

IV.

Debhen

(a) Unique Friend, Chief Nokhebites, Supervisor etc ., Keeper
of the Crown

), Who adorns Home (L., D.,
(-H

Part II, Pl . 35) .
(d) Friend, Controller of the Palace, Supervisor of the Contributions in the House of Life (hry wdbs rn 1t-tale), dying what
his lord loves, Dobhen, Soperviaor etc ., Dobleon, Unique
Friend, Keeper of the Crown (op. cit., P1. 36, c) .
(y) Unique Friend, Chief Lector, Supervisor etc., Keeper of the
Crown, Who adorns Horns, Supervisor of the Contributions
in the House of Life (op . cit., Pl . 37, a) .
IV .

IV-A'.
IV-V.

Iumoin

Mind

(® p1 )
Setho

Unique Friend of his Father, Supervisor etc . (op. cil., Pl. 34,y) .
He was, a "king's oldest .son" and also lears the titles of
Vizier, Chief Justice, Controller of the Palace, and Lex-tor .
Favourite Unique Friend, Controller of the Palace, Supervisor
etc. (op . cit ., P1 . 89, a) .
(a) Unique Friend, Controller of the Palace, Chief Nekhebite,
Supervisor etc., Supervisor of the Contriblttiuua
\' I [],
of the House of Life (op . cit., P1 . 86, b).
(/1) Unique Friend, Controller of the Palace, Supervisor etc .,
Supervisor of the Contributions of the House of Life (ib.,
Pl . 87).
(y) Unique Friend, Supervisor etc, Controller of the Palace
(op. cit., Pl . 86, b).

8.

V.

Kluetnlo,tpe

Friend, Controller of the Palace, Supervisor etc ., Chief Nekhebite, Keeper of the Crown, Superviaor of the Contributions in
the House of Life (Men., Masts, p. 312 ; see also Egyptian
Aisles is, the Brit. Mat., Part I, Pl. 26). K . was also an Inspector off the orb-priests of the sun-temple of Userkaf.

Enkheftka

Friend, Controller of the Palace, Supervisor etc., Supervisor of
the Contributions of the Ilousee of Life (Men ., Most ., p . 307
foil.). He was also a Superintendent of the King's Linen,
Superintendent of the King' . Adornment, Smperiutendeut of
the Bathroom of Pharaoh, a wetb-priest of Ker is theauu-temple
of Userkaf, au In»pector . of wart-priests of the pyramid of the
saws king, and a emrb-priest of the pyramid of Sahuttr
t

® o
><~u)

u =Lrentca, Dealnaailer our clcgypteu Baud Aethiopieo .
e See ClannnNrn, 7.eitcc/ar ift flit- agypt'eche Spreelee, viii . 45, p . 126 . The stele of Khentemsemti the
Younger, line 7 full. (Erg;/pt . Stclae ire the Brit, Mus., Part Ii, Pl. 9), closely associates this title with the
priesthood of the royal diadmus c/a., "supporting the white Brown is the pi -wr, chief Are thehite, ser'oarat
when cauriny tloraa
of the r'ed enosm i'n the pr-nw
cautious in his yoiugs u/icu putting oa the red eroeure,
lord f the palace y1-vi-sly to appear (m shirt Hr nb rlf) ."
s See Sneer, Ber. Sachs. Ger
. d. iI'iseensc/eaften, vol. -ti, p. 149 .
4 =Nntucvao, Les Mustaboe du 1'Aecien Empire.
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9.

V.

Sekhemkeret

(a) Unique Friend, Controller of the Palace, Supervisor etc. (L.,'
., Part 11, 1'I. 41, h).
B
(i9) Chief Looter of his Father, Unique Friend, Supervisor etc .
(op. cit ., Pl . 41, c).
He was a king's sow, Vieie •, and Chief Justice, and also Lure the
title "Anubie the Embalmer" (op . ell., Pl . 42).

10.

V.

Weahptah

Unique Friend, Keeper of the Crown, Supervisor etc . (MAR.,
., a Vizier, Chief Justice,
Most ., pp. 269foll.). He was td
Chief Lector, told Scribe of the Hod's Book .

11.

12 .

Unique Friend, Chief Nekhebite, Ilia Lord's favourite Controller
V.
Kemremet (1) .
. ~ of tale Palace, Supervisor etc ., Supervisor of the Contributions
in the House of Life (MAR ., .Vast., p. 176). 11 . was also a
prophet of the pyramid of Nuserret •
Keeper
of the Crown, Supervisor etc ., Controller of the Palace,
V . Tepemtoukh
Servant of the Throne (Bogoeoeoe, Dus brabdanknial Jet
Kenya Ne-(Iste-rot, p. 120) .

13 .

Ti

(u) Unique Friend, Supervisor etc . (SmasNnoRFe, Das Grub des
Ti, Pl. 27).
(,9) Beloved Unique Friend, His Lords favourite Keeper of the
Crown, Unique Friend, Lector, His Lord's favourite Supervisor
etc . (loc. cit.) .
(y) Unique Friend, Keeper of the Crown, Iiia Lord's favourite
Chief Nekhehite, Supervisor eto . (op. oil., Pl . 60) .
(2) Unique Friend, Keeper of the Crown, Chief Nekhehite,
Superintendent of all the King's Adornment, Director of the
Wig-makers of the King, Superono r etc . (op. cit., P1. 62).
(r) Director of Pharaoh's Wig-mmakes, Supervisor etc ., Chief
Nekhebite, Controller of the Palace (op . cit., PI . 95).
(C) Unique Friend, Keeper of the Crown, Director of the Wigmakers of Pharaoh, Supervisor etc ., Lector (op, cit., Pl. 136).
Ti was also a superintendent of the pyramid of Neferirkeret,
superintendent of the prophets of that pyramid, and superintendent of the pyramid of Nuserret . He was moreover
superintendent of the sun-temple of Salyuret, Neferirkeret,
Nefruret, and Nuserret (op. cit., p. 6).

14.

V.

Perneh

Unique Friend, Chief Nekhebite, Keeper of the Crown, Supervisor etc ., He who adorns the King (The Tomb of Paracb,
published by the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,
fig . 34, p. 60).

15.

V.

Isitonkh

Unique Friend, Supervisor etc, Superintendent of Pharaoh's
Two Pools (Egyptian Stelae in the Beth. Mna., vol . 1, P1 . 24).

Khenu

Sulwrintemk;ut of the germ (P
I ) , Snpet•iu 4+ndent of
`
0
the tml
/ of the King, Friend, Supervisor etc .

16.

O

\

0

1~ (

I I

(MAR. Most., p. 135).
He was also Superintendent of the hft (a royal head--goes) and
Sol.,- ten out of the Cluanbor of the bus-sceptre .
17 .

V-VI .

Sethu

King's son of his body, Unique Friend, Supervisor etc . (op. sit .,
p. 303).
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VI .

Mereroka

Rovel Ilouso-Superintendent~of the Lord of the Palace, Supervisor of the Mysteries of what only one sees, Lector, Supervisor
etc. (UARxssv, ft-, p . 537).
lie was also inspector of the prophets of the pyramid of Teti,
and, moreover, a Vizier and Chief Justice.

TTL. .

19 .

VI .

Meriteti

Lector of his father, Supervisor etc . (op. cit ., p. 569).

20.

Vi .

Ihinnhoref

Looter, Supervisor etc. (op . sit ., p . 573) .

21 .

VI .

isesikhat

Inspector of the Great House, Supervisor etc . (MAR., Mast.,
p. 456) .
lie was also a "superintendent of the distribution" (opt) of the
pyramid of Piepi I .

22 .

VI.

Sesi

Unique Friend, Supervisor etc . (op. oit., p. 420) .
He wits also Vizier and Chief Justice, was connected with the
domain attached to Pibpi I's pyramid, was an inspector of
the prophets of that pyramid and of the establishment called
Meret-Meryret.

VI.

lllorhocnafer

Unique Friend, Lector, Supervisor etc . (dangles du Service des
antiquitOS de l'Epypte, vol . xvlr, p . 131).
He was u Dlemphite official (of

O 1

0 0

L11

. 1
who had been ..,it on a mission to Edfu (op. tit .,
p . 136) wbe,-. his stele has recently been found .
loc. cit.)

24.

Vl.

65.

Vii-VIII .

Pepitoukh the
Middle
Emriri
(~,o
~p

Unique Friend, Lector, Supervisor etc . (op . nit., vol . xv,
p. 214) .
Nomarch (1t115 . ( ), Supervisor etc, Chief of the Transport of
Ijathor Mistress of Dendereh,
Superintendent of the
Prophets (PRrms, Denderei, Pl, VIII).
lie was also supervisor of the mysteries of the Treasurer of the
God and Herdsman of the _Tntt-cows (loc. cit. ; of. BLACKMAN,
T/ce Rock Tombs of Heir, vol . i, p . 2).

As the list shows, the title Supervisor of the pr-dept is closely associated with the
well-known one I

o lI

Unique Friend (var
Friend)' . It was sometimes borne by
.I ?
persons of the highest rank, as in the case of nos . 1, 4, 9, 10, 17, 18, all of whom held the
offices of Vizier and Chief Justice, and four of whom were sons of kings . The Supervisor
of the pr-dwlt was evidently, therefore, a functionary whose relations with the Pharaoh
were of an intimate nature .
Since this title is also closely associated once with that of Royal House-Superintendent of the Lord of the Palace (no . 18), once with that of Inspector of the Great House
(no . 21), and in the greater number of instances with that of 1 n Controller of the
Palace' (nos. 1-9, 11-13 e), one would suppose that the pr-dwlt in this connection was
a department of the palace or an annex thereof .

' This leas already been reworked on by
z See GARDINER, loc. cit.

GAaol05u,

Notes

me the Story of Siauhe, p . 109.
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Again, we find this title standing next, or in close proximity, to those of o °
0

He who adorns Horns, i.e . the king
Keeper of the Crown (nos .' 3 ) 7, 10, 13, 14), U
(no . 3 ; cE no. 14), N<=48 U Superintendent of all the adornment of the King (no .
13 ; of. no. 8),

(var.

(no . 13),
tendent of the

ssrw,

n)

Director of the wig-makers of the King, ear . Pharaoh

(no . 6),
Superintendent of the

Superin-

o
tmt

of the Kinb?'(no. 16) .

These three last

offices, as the determinative 11 shows, were connected with the care of the royal
wardrobe .
Though not closely associated with it in the respective enumertitions of their offices,
it should be noted that, in addition to the title Supervisor of the pr-dwlt, Enkheftka
(no . 8) bore among other titles those of
linen, `\ o

L

O

N,<=:>

I

I ' Superintendent of the King's

® Superintendent of the King's adornment, and l--]

1\,O [l jj

J Superintendent of the Pharaoh's bath-room ; and Khenu (no . 16) those of

I

o Superintendent of the (royal head-dress called)

/Bt',

and

4~

Superintendent of the chamber of the bras-sceptre.

6!
The fact that the office of Supervisor of the pr-dwlt is combined with the care of the
king's diadem, wigs, ornaments, apparel, and the superintendence of his bath-room, indicates that pr-dw?t has the same meaning here as in the inscriptions referred to at the
beginning of the article, namely that of Toilet-chamber-in other words the pr-davit of
this Old Kingdom title was the apartment or group of apartments in his palace wherein
the Pharaoh was assisted at his daily toilet by specially privileged courtiers' .
What is the literal meaning of the compound pr-dwbt? Most authorities seem to
*, *
die? "to adore," and translate the whole by
connect the element davit with
House of Adoration' ~"~ But no word dwlt with the meaning "adoration" is to be found
in the lexicons ; indeeFlIso far as I can ascertain, no feminine derivative of die? "to adore"
occurs at all, except of course in the title

dwit-ntr

"Votaress of the God'," where

1o

must be the fern . imperfect active participle and should really be transcribed

dwlyt.

0

in the compound pr-dwbt cannot be the infinitive of
being a triliteral, has a masculine infinitive" .
Dwlt

dwl

"to adore," for that verb,

r See MAea-Wiasoca, The Tomb of &enebtiei, pp. 43t'oll .
' See llAanmaa, vp. cit., p. 110 and the writer's art
. PURIFICATION (Egyptian), in HASTINGS, Emydopaedia of Religie a and Ethic,, vol. x, p. 476", § III.
' Kaas, Re-it de T.avaux, v,,1. xxxvy p. 3 ; ERMAN, Life in Ancient Egypt, p. 70 ; Mosar, Da
Caraetlre religion de la lloyaoti phac,wnigoo, p . 212.
w
' See the writer's art. PRIEST, PRIESTHOOD (Egyptian), in Hasvrixos, op, it., p . 296".
•
(lxnsiNER, Zeitedhrift fiir dyyptieele,tpcaehe, vol . 45, p. 126 ; llnirerms, S'idt and Der Rife/e,
P1 . 11, line I. ; sec also below p . 154, note 6.

' E.g.,

M
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The only support for the rendering " House of Adoration " is afforded by two writings
of the compound, the one occurring in the Passage from the very late Papyrus of the
"Hathorienne Sais," quoted in full on p. 148, and the other in a passage in the Story of
@
, vis., *
-°
;
Sinohe 4. In the former instance pr-dwlt is determined with
El
in the latter the parallel compound 4aawty-davit is determined with ~, thus :

e
.
In all other instances that I know of, except one, the determina~70
°a
tive of pr-draft is c- or else there is no determinative at all . In that one exceptional
[]*

3,

instance

pr-d,lt is

determined with n, thus :

n~ °9

But dwlt written without a determinative (thus :

*

* ) or more usually determined

*

is a quite usual word for mornings . I would
with O (thus :
o , o u,
v)
suggest, therefore, that pr-dwlt should be rendered, not "House of Adoration," but "House
ofithe Morning," a rendering that is furthermore supported by the fact that the exception .'
writing []is very early, dating from the Fourth Dynasty ; and, as we shall see,,,/{
agrees with all we know about the origin of the rite performed in the pr-dolt'.
I have shown in the articles already referred to that the priests of the Heliopolitan
sun-god Ref-Atum represented him as reborn every ugorning as the result of his undergoing lustration, his lustrators being, according to one conception, the gods Horns and
Thoth'. The Pharaoh was regarded as the embodiment of the sun-god, a view that was
doubtless held in the first instance about the predynastic king of Heliopoliss. The Heliopolitan king would also have been high-priest of the sun-god', and officiated, or was supposed to officiate, in the sun-temple every days . Before he could officiate, however, he had
to undergo lustration, as the result of which he was believed to be reborn like his divine
4 P-Sw : `1
prototype. I
The natural time for the king-priest to have entered the sun-temple in order to officiate was at sun-rise, especially in view of his close association, or indeed Practical identity,
with the sun-god. Then the regenerative lustratious undergone by the king would have
taken place simultaneously with those believed to be undergone by the god, a fact that
would have made those of the king, who impersonated the god, seem all the more real and l
effective .
There are a good many indications of the correctness of my suggestion that the king
entered the Heliopolitan sun-temple at dawn .
' U snoisSU, Notes ova Me Slely of •Sioo/ie, p. 108.
a Larsnes, Deskmaler ass Aegyptcs ,ad Aet/aepieo, Punt II, P1 . :35 .
' Bauosen, Worter •b och, p . 1621 ; l)xsuoN, Aeyyptisches Clossur, p. 149 .
4 Whoa this paper was more than half written I found that GaircicH (spud Parnic, Derulernh,
p. 48 3 ) also favours the rendering House of the Morning ."
s Thus an inscription at Phil which is coaoereed with the lustral wsshimg of the Pharaoh, the
c,obodimout of the sea-god, of
speakh
Thoth as "the Thoth of RI C" (UOarouEN, Rasyeeehichte, p. 10).
See BLACKMAN, Proceedings f tho Society of lliblicali Archaeology, vol . xn, p. 00 fell .
I See the writer's act. Pmesr, Pnssraooo (Egyptian) in Ilas'ciNOS, op . nit ., p. 293".
9 See BLACKMAN, op. cit., p . 1M), note 1(17, and ef. the lustration fonmda which states that the water
"bears the king of Opper asd Loose Egypt, N., Us Refer
.-,y day" (ibid ., p. 89).
dournJ
of Egypt . Arch. v.
21
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For example :-Hymns to the sun-god are commonly prefaced by the following or
of Rec, when he ariseth in the eastern horizon of heaven, by
similar words : "Praise (*~
11)
N., who smith," and then follows the actual h ymn'.
Piankhi informs us that he went at dawn "very early" (d-s.8 dtol) to make offering to
Atmn at Khercelia', and that on another occasion he "went to the High Sand(-hill) in
Heliopolis and made a great offering on the High Sand(-hill) in Heliopolis in the presence
of Rer at his rising ." It is most significant that before making this offering to Her at
dawn "he purified himself in the Cool Pool, and washed his face in the Stream of Noun, in
which Rec washes his face"."
The temple of Abu Simbel, dedicated to Rec-Harakhte of Heliopolis and Amun-rec,
the solarized god of Thebes, has been so orientated that the rising sun sends its rays
straight into the sanctuarya . To enable the rays to enter the priests must have opened
the doors of this temple at dawn,-an indication that it was customary in all sun-temnples
for the daily service to begin at that hour^ .
It is not, I think, inappropriate to point out in this connection that the song beginning
"Thou awakest in peace," which was addressed to the sun-god and then to other divinities
(doubtless by the same process as that by which they came to have ascribed to them the
solar quality of righteousness°), was very possibly addressed in the first instance to the
king'. If this greeting was used to arouse the king at dawn, it naturally enough came to
be employed as a welcome to the sun-god, with whom the king was so closely associated,
when, awaking from his night-long sleep, he appeared at dawn above the eastern desert
hills.
It is also to be home in mind that the word dw? "to adore" may well be etymologically connected with dwl " to do something in the morning," " to arise early"," to which
root dwlt "morning" of course belongs. Dwl "to adore" may originally have meant
"adore in the morning," and have come into existence because it was his priests' custom
to adore the sun-god at dawn ; it should be observed that diet, as already pointed out, is
often the first word in hymns to the sun-god . The suggested connection of owl "to adore"
with dwl " to arise early " finds a parallel in the Arabic c. pabah " to get up early in the
morning " and C ..o pabbah " to greet in the morning ."
That the Heliopolitan king's ablutions and entry into the sun-temple took place at
Book of the Dead, Hieroglyphic Text, pp. 1, 3, 6, 8, 39 ; cf. P. 11, line 5full . ; DAVIES, BI. XXV.
VT, p. 28^, Pt
Scuwins, Urkwnden de, iiyypiiechen Altertuone, vol . III, p. 37.
Op . cit., p. 37 fell.
I See BAaneKRR, Bgypten and den S,lddn, ed. 1913,p. 387 .
6 The modern fend/
A still arisen at dawn to pray, and before praying Squats Upon the cub of the
Nile or of a canal to perform his ablutions. May we not recognise in these acts a survival from the days
of his sun-worshipping ancestors 7
., p. 797".
u
s See the writer'" art. RIGHTEOUSNESS (Egyptian) in HASTINGS, op. c
I See ERm&N, Hyrnosen an das Diadem der Pharaoneu, p. 18 ; BREASTED, Development of Religion sod
Thought in Ancient Egypt, p . 17.
y
s E.g., *
- -k 11 f *'[ "The gods rise up early to adore her" (ERMAN, lee. cit .), where
there is evidently
lay eu the two-fold meaning of the root dwl.
I

BUDGE,

Amarna, vet
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dawn is perhaps also indicated by a passage in the Pyramid Texts which represents the
dead Pharaoh as washing himself when the sin-gal appears in the horizon' .
Finally my suggestion is supported by a passage in the biographical inscription of
Khentemsernti ., which implies that the Opening of the Month, a rite derived in its main
features from that of the pr-dw?t', was performed at dawn. The passage speaks of Khentemsemti as (l
J l m _11
I' . FLI O~jl O "Great shut in the House of Gold
(the sculptors' workshop) when the god is born (or fashioned) in the vtor ning°"
How carne it about that the same name was assigned to the toilet-chamber or chambers of an Old Kingdom royal palace as to the temple-vestry? The following seems to
be the right explanation.
The residence of the Heliolx titan king, since he was also, of course, high-priest of the
sun-god, was doubtless attached to the temple of that divinity' . The House of the Morning
(pr-dwlt), therefore, was as much all adjunct of the one building as of the other . The
belief that the king was the embodiment of the sun-god, and the custom concomitant
therewith of ceremonially washing and arraying him every day in the early morning, were
still maintained after Heliopolis ceased to be the seat of the central government and when
in consequence the royal residence was separated from the sun-temple . Accordingly the
name ''House of the Morning was assigned to the group of apartments in the palace in
which the king's morning toilet took place.
That I am right in ascribing a ceremonial significance to the Pharaoh's daily morning
toilet during the Old Kingdom is indicated by the fact that the title Supervisor of the
,?n-dw?t is often closely associated with that of Chief Lector, var . Lector (nos . 3% 4, 9$,
10, 18-20, 23) ; in the ease of nos. 3 ,y, 18-20, and 23, the latter title or its variant immediately precedes the former . In this connection it should be pointed out that a lector
figured at the ceremonial toilet performed in the temple pr-dwlt. For example, in a
fragmentary relief from the sun-temple of Nuserrer a lector is depicted officiating at the
washing of the Pharaoh's feet"
: a purificatiry episode in the Sed-festival and one that
doubtless took place in the pr-dwlt of that temple". Again, Piankhi Stele, line 103, associates the recitations of a lector with the purification of the Pharaoh in the pr-dwit of the
sun-temple at Heliopo`lis'. It is also to be noted that many Supervisors of the pr-dwit
were distinctly priestly persons, namely nos. 7, 8, 11, 18, 22 ; see also below, p. 164.
After the fall of the Sixth Dynasty the religious aspect of the Pharaoh's early morning
toilet seems to have been entirely lost sight of . This was probably due to the seat of
government shifting from Memphis to Herakleopolis Magna, when accordingly the influence of the Heliopolitan priests would have waned, owing to the distance between their
city and the new capital . The office of Supervisor of the pr-dwit was not, it would
s em, held by any officials of the Theban Pharaohs of the Middle Kingdom, and pr-dwlt
as the name of the toilet apartments in the royal palace appears to have fallen out of use .
However, in the Story of Sinahe a parallel compound 4enwty-dwit,"Cabinet of the Morning,"

Ir°r

n See below, pp. 159 foil.
r 1 yr., § 370a.
° Egyptian Stet- is tee Beet . Mue., fart 11, Pl. 8, line 10.
Of. BlaclvEs, Bone e, pp . 105, 107, PI. 32 foil.
6 See the cut on p
. 120 of this volmne of the Jooa,sl.
° See the writer's art. PURIFICATION (Egyptian) in Hnarrxcn, op . sit ., p . 478".
SenArau, Urkunden der iigyptiuchen Atteimseie, vol . in, p . 38.
21-2
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is employed to denote the toilet-chmnbers in the house of a Middle Kingdom prince' . But
not a vestige of any religious significance seems to have been attached to this "cabinet" ;
it was simply a place where it person bathed, dressed, and was shaved' .
Though the daily morning toilet of the Pharaoh had lost its religious significance
before the XIIth Dynasty, the Heliopolitan sun-temple, as is shown by line 103 of the
Piankhi Stele', still possessed its pr-dolt ; and the Rite of the pr-dwit (i.e . the ceremonial
purifying and robing of the king before officiating in that temple) continued to remain a
feature of the Heliopolitan sun-cult.
But, as we have seen on p . 148, temples other than those of the sun-god possessed
their pr-dwlt, and for the following reason . In order, doubtless, to enhance their political
prestige a number of the local gods of Egypt were identified with the sun-god0, with the
result that certain accessories of solar ritual were imported into their cult, and in process
of time into the cult of all the greater Egyptian divinities . Thus apparently every temple
possessed its pr-dolt$, in which the Pharaoh had to undergo purification before he could
enter the presence of the divinity to whom the temple was dedicated . Not only so, but
the water used for purifying the Pharaoh was brought from the sacred pool with which
every temple seems to have been provided, and which seems regularly to have been associated, not with the presiding deity of the temple, but with the sun-god". The shrine in
the form of a boat was also probably in the first instance a feature of the sun-cult', as also
the offering to a divinity of a figure of the goddess Meret in the daily temple service" .
A detailed discussion of all the episodes that formed the Rite of the pr-dwlt, whether
in the palace or the temple, must be reserved for another article . It should, however, be
pointed out here that the characteristic feature of the rite as performed before entering a
temple (originally the Heliopolitan sun-temple) was the lustral washing of the king, with
which were nearly always associated two other subsidiary episodes, viz, fumigating him
with burning incense and presenting him with balls of natron to chew . According to the
reliefs and inscriptions on the walls of the pr-dolt at Edfu" the rite began with these
three episodes, as no doubt did the actual daily ceremonial toilet of the king as originally
carried out in the pr-dtult of Heliopolis. The reliefs depicting the lustration, which are to
be found in most Egyptian temples, represent the king being washed either by Horns and
Thoth, the bath-attendants of the sun-god with whom the king was identified, or by Horns
and Seth, the patron gods of Lower and Upper Egypt respectively'°. Actually the king
would have been washed by two officials impersonating either pair of gods, and wearing
appropriate masks" . The water was brought, as already stated, from a tank or pool sacred
' GAamiNER, Note$ on the Stay of Sisoehe, pp. 108 foil .
s GAaieiNEa, Op . Cit ., p. 162 .
" See above, p . 148.
4 See the writerss art . 1tioHTCoussesa (Egyptian), in HAIauius,

op . Cit., p. 797' ;

ERMAN,

Handbook

of Egyptian Religion, p, 56 f.

° See thawriters art . PuaceicATiox (Egyptian), in HAsTiwss, op . cit ., p. 478'.
" BiaexaAN, Proetddinye of wte Society of Biblical Aretaeology, vol. xi ., p. 88, with not . 97.
' Ey ., $cadres, op. cit., p. 39 .Piankhi Stele, line 104.
" The formala that the priest recited when ho offered the figure is clearly of solar origin ; soo MoneT,
Ititeel do melts dabs joecsalier en tlyypte, pp . 138 foil .
" Kane, Recited de Travau.v, vol. xxxvy pp. 7-9.
See above, p . 117 .
" See above, pp. 118 foil., where, in discussing the
t°

wearing of masks by priests, I might have referred
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to the sun-god and was identified with Nun, the primaeval ocean out of which the god had
in the first instance been born' . By means of the lustration the king was, as we have seen
(p. 15:3), thought to be reborn and at the same time to be endowed with solar qualities' .
The lustrators, as they poured the water over the king, repeated formulae which represent him as imbued with lite and good fortune and rejuvenated like the sun-god', or
which assert that his purification is that of the gods Horns, Theth, and Seth themselves,
and also that of a god called Sepa', who was closely connected somehow or other with the
Heliopolitan sun-cult'. The incense-smoke not only purified the king', but through its
medium , he was brought into communion with the four above-mentioned gods and their
Ions and also with his own ka 3 . The natron, so one of the formulae pronounced at its presentation informs us, is that of those same li,ur gods', indeed it has been chewed and spat
out by Horus and Seth', and when the king himself has chewed it his mouth becomes
" like the -mouth of a calf of milk on the day it was born'" ." The untrue, also divinizeul the
recipient". The king was thus regenerated, brought into contact with the gods and imbued
with their unearthly qualities, and his mouth was made fit to pronounce the formulae that
. So
accompanied the various ritual acts and to chant the hymns in praise of the god's
much for the Rite of the pr-dwlt in so far as it concerned the living king.
Before the dead king could ascend to heaven, where he was assimilated to, or identified
with, the sun-$od, or else held the position of the god's son, it was thought necessary for
him to undergS the same lustration as that undergone by the living king in the pr-dw?t,
and at the hands of the same gods 19. The rite of preparing the dead king's body for
burial was therefore as nearly a replica as possible of the ceremonial toilet of the living king.
,, ;Phis comes out clearly in the scene representing the purification of the dead Dhuthotpe",
whose place in the archetype of that scene would have been occupied by a figure of the
Pharaoh ; cf. also the passage already quoted on p. 148 - which speaks of the deceased as
being "purified in the pr-dwit of the k nq ;'-- :a statement which suggests that pr-dwit could
be used to denote the embalmers workshop, viewed as the place in which the body was
to the statement of the historian Appian about a Certain Volusius, who escaped arrest by assuming the
garb of a priest of Isis, which consisted of a long line,, garment and a mask in the form of a dog's head
(Fumes, Adonue Attie and Osiris, vol . ii, p . 85, note 3}
1 BLACKMAN, op cit., pp. 88 foil . ; especially note the lustration formula quoted from JUNKER, Stundeuwachen, p . 67, and referred to in note 8, p . 153 of this article. '
' Ibid.
' BLACKMAN, op. Cit., pp . 87 foil.
' KEES, op . cit, p. 8.
,L
I See "His ruajeaty proceeded to Xeliaplia ,,pen this hill of Kleerre1la, e
.
2:,=!E~ II o
n
y~
O
_/MO 11 ~® upon the mood that Sepa takes to KherteAa," Soaerca, op . cit., p . 37 ; see also VON

11
0
B,ssnNa, Zeitaohrzft for dyyptische ,Sprache, vol. 53, p. 144
'
° SCHAFER, op . Cit ., p. 38, line 16 ; KEE., op . Cit ., vol. xxxvi, pp. 12 fell .
s Pyr., § 17 foil. ; cf. §§ 376a-378 a ; Banasmsn, Development of Religion and Thought, p . 126.

a Pyr ., § 26 c, d.
° KEE., op . Cit ., p . 9 ; Pyr ., § 27.
1° Kecs, too . oil. ; l'yr., § 27, d.
" I'yr ., § 25 a, b.
1 ' The purification undergone by the priests before they entered upon thoic course comprised the

"drinking" of ,matron. Likewise the wailing women who bemoaned Osiris not only purified themselves
four those but also washed their mouth ., chewed natrmy sod fumigated themselves with no-s-, so that
both they and the Imnentatioa. with which they "beatified"the dead gal might be pure (see the writer's
art. PURIFICATION (Egyptian), in IIASrrxas, op . cit., p. 480 11) .
13 BLACKMAN, op. Cit., pp. 61 foil . ; see also above, p. 117 with note 5 .
1e See above, P1. XVIII, pp. 117 fell . and pp . 123 full.
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washed before or during embalmment. This suggestion is possibly further supported by
part of an inscription that accompanies one out of the numerous representations of funerary
ceremonies in the tomb-chapel of Rekhmirec' . Some of these ceremonies may well have
taken place while the body was being prepared for burial ; they do not appear to be arranged
with any particular regard for the order of their actual occurrence' .
1FIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIrv
Beside a lector, standing book in hand, are the words in question :" Going on land by the lector in front of the pr-dwlt." Beyond the
inscription stands a group of mortuary officiants, consisting of a
sent-priest, a father-of-the-god, an itaikhant, the two female mourners
who impersonated Isis and Nephthys, and lastly the lector himself.
Immediately in front of them is a building which the two female
mourners are fumigating with incense . This buildingr is doubtless the
pr-dwlt mentioned in the neighbouring inscription. The embalmer's
workshop is usually called wcbI, the Place of Purification, or pr nfr, the
Good House, or else more fully the Place of Purification of the Good
fine- House°. It is perhaps worth pointing out that the representation of
m . -d
Tomb-Chapel of the funerary pr-dtolt in this scene in Rekhmirkc's tomb-chapel (Fig . 1)
RekhmirEf.
closely resembles the representation of the wcbt in a scene in the
tomb-chapel of the youngest of the three Pepiconkhs at Mer' (Fig. 2).
hrough the lustral. washing, so we learn from a number of religious texts, the dead
like the living king was reborn and acquired solar qualities and
t
characteristics'. He was supposed, however, to be reborn not only
once, i.e. before his body was buried, but, like the sun-god himself
r with whom he was closely associated, he was believed to undergo
lustration and be reborn every day'. Accordingly one would expect
the performance of a rite based upon that of the pr-dwlt to have
taken place daily in the chapel or temple attached to the king's tomb .
Apparently this is exactly what did occur .
But it was impossible to wash the corpse itself at this daily
performance, as it lay inaccessible in the vault at the bottom of the
Fig. a . The mebt in the burial-pit. Accordingly a libation of water poured out in the cultusTomb-Chapel of Pe- room of the tomb-chapel or pyramid-teal le took the dace of the
pitonkh .
PY
P
1
c'stration (see below, pp . 161, 163). When the corpse decayed, or if
it were destroyed, the rite would have lacked reality ; it would have been felt that there
must be an intact body to which the officiants might direct their thoughts and acts',indeed if the body were not intact the daily rebirth, and therefore the continuance of the
posthumous existence, of the deceased would have been regarded as seriously imperilled if

Fig.Fnp nheil
T

1

VIREY, Le Tombeau de Rekhmara, Pl . XXV toll., bottom register ; ace also KEEs, Recueil de
Tram-, Vol . xxxvi, p . 14 .
v DAMES-danmNEa, The Tomb of Amenemhet, pp . 55, 57.
3 See the writer's art . PalEST, PRIESTHOOD (Egyptian), in HASTINss, op . Cit., p . 301", § xiv, (b) .
' See DAviea .GAaDiNER, op. Cit., p . 45, note 4 ; BLACKMAN, 7'he Rock Tombs of Mar, Vol. I, p. 6.
s Bm scxaeN, Proceedings f the Society of Biblical Archaeology, vol. xL, pp. 62 foil.
w"
s Ibid., p . 61 with note 39 and p. 63.
' For a somewhat similar idea see W . S. BLACKMAN, The Magical and Ceremonial Uses of Fire, in
Folk-Lore, Vol. xxvn, pp. 376foll .
r
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not rendered impossible . Hence, perhaps, originated the practice of artificially preserving
the body' . But the early mummies were extremely perishable and also had a most onlifelike appearance . These circumstances prompted the making of a new body for the
deceased, more durable and more lifelike than the corpse, viz . a portrait-statue' .
The statue had to be identified with the body of the dead king . The rite by which
that was accomplished was the so-called Opening of the Mouth, which, apart from certain
episodes, was, like the rite performed on the corpse itself, based upon that of the pr-dudt .
The Opening of the Mouth was supposed to take place in the sculptors' workshop (the
House of Gold) where it had been fashioned' . The statue was first washed and then, after
its mouth had been purified with patron, it was fumigated with incense' . After a number
of episodes of doubtful significance, followed by the slaughter of an ox and the presentation
to the statue of its heart and foreleg, came those from which the whole performance derived
its name . To the accompaniment of appropriate formulae the mouth and eyes of the statue
were touched with adios and other implements and thereby opened' . After this interruption the episodes based upon the royal toilet continued' . The proceedings terminated in
presenting the king, now immanent in the statue, with a meal .
The practical identity of the Rite of the Opening of the Month with that of the
pr-dwit was fully realized by the Egyptians themselves . Thus in an inscription of the
Nineteenth Dynasty the name pr-dwlt, House of the Morning, is assigned to the place in
which the Opening of the Mouth of an Apis-bull was performed' .
How closely the Egyptians connected a statue with the person it represented appears in
the following quotation :-I

Io

f u`,

o
o
the gods entered into their body
metal (2)° ."

C_

P
IP
:71)
I1~-4.-,d'M_V.
" He (Ptah) formed their (the gods') body

°
o"

'
°1C

of every kind

of

Then

wood, every kited of stone, every kind of

I The view that mummification was of Solar rather than Osirian origin finds some Support in the
tradition that it was the sun-god Rer who sent Amtbis to embalm Osiris (RaEASseD, Doeelopoient of
Religion and Thought, p . 26). Again according to Pyr., §§ 721 c, 1500--1504, Osiris was raised to life by
WC, and a passage in a text published by JUNKER, .Cdtterdekret uber dun Abaton, p. 57, connects the
mummification and burial of Osiris with the gods of Heliolwlie.
' See ELLIOT SMITH, The Migrations of Early Culture, p. 36 ; Bulletin of the John Ryland, Library,
Manchester, vol . 4, p. 211.
n Egyptian Stelae in the Brit. Man., Part II, PI. 8, line 10 ; BUDGE, The Book of Opening the Mouth,
vol. n, p. 1 ; DAViES-GARDIxER, op. cit., pp. 57 fell.
' According to the version on the coffin of Brothiirna incense was also burnt before the luetration
(BDDaE, op. cit., vol . n, p. 2) .
`
s BUDGE, op. cit ., vol . 1, pp. fr6foll . ; vol . u, pp. 23foll . ; DAVIES-GARDINER, op . Cit., pp. 58 foil .
.
col
° Bunon, op . cit .,
u, pp. 40 ft : It is significant that the toilet ends with the burning of incense
to the uraeus, i.e . the royal diadem (ibid., p . 66).
r CDASSmrAT, Recueil de Tratons, vol . xxi, p . 72.
. Akad. d. Wioeeuschafien,
s ERDMAN, Fin Denknsul nuouphitisoher Theclogie, in Sitz. d. kb . . pre-inch
vol. xtatl [19111, pp . 942 . Jusnen, Ootterdekret tiboe dun Abates, pp. 42 full ., quotne a text in which is mentionod a ceremony for making a god enter an image . See also JuscES, Stundentrachon, p . 6 ; Journal of
Egyptian Archaeology, vol. t, p. 253 ; Ennas, Handbook ofEgyptian Religion, pp. 43,134-136 ; BLACKMAN,
Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, vol . in, p. 253 with net. 2. A model nnu may of Osiris was, of course,
used in the mu,anl rite of re-enacting his eulwlmment,-the rite which forms the subject of JcsxER'S
Die Stunderomachen in de, Oxirzn-arysterien. Through the ceremonial bandaging of the model mummy to
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In Old Kingdom times the portrait-statue (there were often several statues) was
placed for safety's sake in a walled-up chamber that generally adjoined the cult-room' .
No doubt this practice dates from the time when portrait-statues were first employed in
the funerary cult . The only communication between the statue-chamber and the cultroom was a narrow slit or squint ; sometimes, as in the mastabeh of Ti, there were as many
as three squints. As to the purpose for which the squint served see the writer's article in
the Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, vol. lit, pp. 253 foil .
Infinitely older than the Heliopolitan theory of the daily rebirth of the dead king
identified with the sun-god, was the idea that somehow or other the (lead continued to
exist and that in order to maintain this posthumous existence they needed to be supplied
with food and drink . Accordingly the oldest Egyptian funerary rite of which we have any
written record was in the form of a banquet' . It began with the pouring out of water
over an oficiaht's hands and the burning of incense ; these acts represented the washing
of the banqueter's hands and his fumigation with incense-smoke', the prelude to every
Egyptian feast. Next came three acts representing the anointing of the banqueter, the
giving to him of a pair of table-napkins, and a final tensing of him . The act immediately
preceding the bringing in of the viands was the pouring out of a libation of water . Does
this represent the washing of the banqueter's mouth before the partaking of food ? The
fact that the first items of the repast are called a "mouth-wash" (o) supports this
suggestion.
When the theory was accepted that the dead king was daily reborn through lustration,
the old funerary repast just described was not abolished, but, with the conservatism so
characteristic of the Egyptians, the newer Heliopolitan rite was combined with it.
The earliest example of the newer rite that we possess is in the form of this combination . It dates from the end of the Fifth Dynasty, occurring in the pyramid of king Unis' .
By that time the custom had long been established of setting up in his mortuary temple
a portrait-statue of the dead king as a substitute for his perishable corpse . Hence the
version of the Rite of the pr-dwlt, employed for the daily funerary liturgy, contains certain
episodes, in an abbreviated form, that belong to the Opening of the Mouth . It is true that
the operation of Opening the Mouth of the statue had been fully carried out in the House
of Gold, but on the other hand repetition is a feature of most sacramental performances ;
the virtue they have imparted is liable to become impaired and therefore needs constantly
to be replenished.
the accompaniment of the prescribed formulae the god was thought to become immanent in the figure, as
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"As far the fourth , aonth, last day, the raisivej of the dd-eolnmo (take,
>Lv .as~ X 1~
place) in Busiris, on this day of interring Osiris in the Itegiov, of Bah in the vault older the Ished-tree, for
it is on this day that the divine body (he) of Osiris enters into hive after the bandayiny of Osiris" (Loam,
Recueil do Tram- vol . tv, p. 32) .
' E.g. see STEINDOarr, Dam Grab des Ti, Blatt i.
' See e.g. Muaaev, Saggara Mastabas, Part t, Pl. XVIII, p. 36.
' For the impersonation of the dead by an ofliciant cf . Nature, vol . 99, p. 491x.
4
. Eye., §§ 16 fell .
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The pouring out of water over the offeciant's hands and the burning of incense had
become the traditional way of beginning the daily or periodical service for the dead . In
the combination of the older and newer rites these two acts retained their customary
position. But after them were inserted two episodes, which, as we have seen, were characteristic marks of the Rite of the pr-dwit, episodes representing the lustral washing of the
king and the purification of his mouth with natron . The rite was performed in front of
the so-called false door (through which the dead had access to the world of the living) and
not, as in the case of the daily temple liturgy, in the presence of a cultus-statue' ; for, as
we have seen, the statue was placed in a walled-up chamber' and was almost as inaccessible
as the corpse . The lustral washing, therefore, as already stated on p . 158, took the form
of a libation'. The burning of incense, which usually followed directly after the lustration',
was omitted here (probably because incense had been burnt just previously), and the
oficiants passed straight on to the offering of natron for the purification of the mouth".
In recognition of the presence of the statue's in the adjoining compartment, the officiants
next produced certain implements that were used at the Opening of the Mouth'. After
the presentation of food and drink, by means of which the Opening of the Mouth was
completed', the dead king, according to the texts in the pyramid of Neferkerer, was furnished with various ceremonial garments and with royal insignias . The next series of
episodes, the offering of unguents, cosmetics, and napkins', are preliminaries of the old
funerary banquet . But, together with the acts immediately preceding, they also bear a
general resemblance to what must have followed the purifying of the king's mouth at his
daily toilet in the pr-dw?t 1 e. The rite ended with the serving up of the banquet .
,,,' It might have been expected that when the ties of a portrait-statue was introduced into the
funerary cult, the rite, as in the case of divinities ; would have been performed in its presence, and that
the lust-1 water wouldd have been apAnkled on it. But it must be borne in mind that there was this
difference between the cult of divinities and the cult of dead kings : if the cultus-statue of a divinity
were to have been destroyed or to have perished with age it would have been replaced, for the worship of
a divinity was for the benefit of the community ; the maintenance of the cult of dead kings, however,
was in must cases for their own benefit only, and their successors could hardly, therefore, be expected to
renew their statues if any mishap befell them, whence the only safe course was to wall them up .
2
In certain maytgbehs at Qtzoh there was no statue-chamber, the persons buried therein apparently
not being furnished with statues . Instead, a stele with a figure of the deceased carved upon it was
erected in the cult-room . 'The continued existence of the deceased was evidently tl esght to be as much
bound up in these cases with the stele as, in other oases, with the statue . Hence it too was walled up
with blocks of stone to preserve it from damage or destruction (Juxenu, Vorberieht fiber die -cite
Cirabuvy/ bee den Pyravnidea cove Oeteh, pp. 4foll., with Pl. III).
3 Pyr ., § 22 fell.
s See Knas, Recueal de Ttnrasc, p. 8 ; ff ilfurne, Ritual du cults diuia jouro,dier, pp. 171-177. In
the Opening of the Mouth the statue was fmnigated with incense after the presentation of the patron
(Bunuc, The Book of Opemevu,/ the Mouth, vol . u, p. 10). . For fumigation with incense as the ordinary
sequel, to a hall, aee L'yr., §§ 1164 c, 1180 a-1181 b, 2066,,, b . The burning of incense, it shegld also be
noted, is the regular aecorapanimeut of a libation (e .g . BLACKmAN, The Temple of Derr, file. XXXVI,
XLII, LVII, LX[ I1 ; JUNKKa, (ibtierdeki'el, p. 20, fig. 6).
a 1'yv., §§ 31-40.
^ Pyr, §§ 26 fell.
s Pyr., § 30a, b .
e Py,., §§ 41-40 .
° Pyn, §§ 50-57.
1 e After his actual purification the king would have been assisted, clothed, adorned with his jewelled
collar, bracelets, etc., presented with the fare-sceptre and arrayed in a wig a n the acme-or !h- herulc4oth, or else crowned with the royal diadem ; aee above, pp. 148 and 150, and
Basra, op . it., vol . it,
pp. 40-63 ; Moon,', op. sit., pp . 179 full. +md 238 full .
Jourr. of Egypt. Arch . v .
22
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We can now understand why in the tomb-chapel of Petamenope the formulae written
text
above
the so-called "List of Offerings" arc prefaced by the tollowing line of

:-Formula
: the House of the Morning (pr-dwlt), what is requested in the way of
offerings, the purifying of the banquet-table, for the ku of
Petavuenope the justified' ."
The reason is that into the "List of Offerings," which is really a collection of directions
for the due celebration of the funerary banquet, has been incorporated a version of the
Rite of the pr-dwit'.
Thus when Dl utnakht of El-Bersheh prays that the southern and the northern itrt
may make for him a pr-dwlt, he is merely asking for a regular performance of the mortuary
service in his tomb-chapel, i.e . the presentation of offerings preceded by episodes that
represent what was originally the daily royal morning toilet .
The Rite of the pr-dwlt closely resembles the daily service performed in all Egyptian
temples in historic times. After certain preliminaries, which included opening the doors
of the shrine and making prostration', the officiating priest took the cultus-image out of
the shrine . He first sprinkled it with water, fumigated it with incense', and purified its
mouth with natron' ; after which he arrayed it in various coloured wrappings', decked it
with ornaments', crowned it', and finally presented it with a meal' . The fact is, as I propose to show in a future article, that the daily temple liturgy, as we know it, is based upon
the rite that was performed every day on behalf of the cultus-statue of the Heliopolitan
sun-god. Indeed the purificatory performances in the pr-dw?t are themselves derived from
that rite,-the king identified with the sun-god being treated in the same manner as the
god's image. After undergoing lustration, the image of the sun-god was robed, anointed,
and crowned etc, because the god was regarded as a king, or rather as the prototype of all
Egyptian kings . Accordingly, both in the case of the king and of the sun-god, the toiletepisodes that followed the lustral washing were practically identical.
As we have seen, several of the local divinities were identified with the sun-god.
Now the king in one aspect was regarded as the son of the sun-god10 ; he was therefore
regarded as the son of the gods identified with the sun-god . This idea of sonship would
soon affect the relationship of the king with all divinities whether male or female . The
king was also the high-priest of the sun-god, and he became high-priest of the local
divinities by the same process as that by which he came to be regarded as their son . The
local high-priestboods also, of course, devolved upon the Pharaoh ns the supreme head of
the centralized government of Egypt, in whom were united all the political and religious
i DUMICHEi, De, Orubpaluet dee Putuaenenup, P1 . V.
' Offerings of food and drink were also regarded as purificatory in a secondary sense, viz . they
imbued the recipient with mysterious vital force and divine qualities . See the art . Punr,r.ArioN (Egyptian), in Hasrtsos, op . Cit ., pp. 478', 4796 = § v, 1, (d), and 3. Hence the priest in the daily temple
service (e.g . Moses, op. Cit., pp. 9, 19, 37 and paarim) prefaces the constant assertion "I an, pure" with
the words "An offering which the king gives,"-a formula to which at an early date great magical potency
was ascribed and which mysteriously brought into existence offerings of food and drink for the person ou
whose behalf it was repeated ; see DAVrss-Onaornss, op. Cit ., p. 92.
., pp. 171--177 .
Cit t p . 202 Poll.
s Moser, op. Cit., pp. 9-66.
^ Op . .,
' Op. Cit
0 Op.
Op. cit., pp. 238 foil.
' Op. cit, pp. 238, 240,
cit., pp. 178 fo1L
0 Eunnr, Husdbook of Egyptian Retigio,a, p. 46.
10 BLAOIMAN, ProooeeUnge of the Society of Ribdieal Arohuooloyy, -I. xL, pp. 60 foil .
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functions that once belonged to the local chiefs . As their son and high-priest he, or his
deputy', would naturally have performed the same rite on behalf of the local divinities as
in the first instance on behalf of the sun-god .
When the dead king was identified with Osiris the posthumous lustration and the
funerary cult in general acquired a different significance, though there seems to have been
little change in the exierior forms, which had doubtless become stereotyped . The significance of the Osirianized washing of the dead in the embalmment and other funerary
rites is sufficiently set forth in my previous article on p . 118 of this volume of the Journal .
The cult of Osiris, whether this god is to be regarded as actually a dead king .or as the
personification of dead kingship, would have been the same in form as that of any dead
Egyptian king. Now the living king was Horus, and Horns according to the myth was
the son of Osiris, with whom, certainly by the end of the Fifth Dynasty, every dead king
was identified . Since the living Pharaoh Horus was regarded as the son of all Egyptian
divinities, his relationship with them naturally enough carne to be regarded as that of
Horns with his father Osiris, especially as the rite celebrated by him on behalf of these
divinities so closely resembled that celebrated by him on behalf of his dead father . Accordingly for cult-purposes every Egyptian divinity came to be regarded as an Osiris, the king
or his deputy the priest, playing the part of Horus . Thus the daily temple liturgy, that
was based upon that performed for the Heliopolitan sun-god, underwent the same process
of Osirianization as the funerary rites based upon the Rite of the pr-dwlt. Naturally the
Opening of the Mouth was Osirianized, for by it the portrait-statue was identified with the
body of the dead king, i .e. the body of Osiris. Lastly the Osirianization of the rites derived
horn that of the pr-dwlt led to the Osirianization of that rite itself, as we see in the texts
;ettached to the representations of it that date from the Ptolemaic epoch' .
It would be as well, perhaps, to give a few examples of the Osirianization of these
originally solar rites .
The daily service on behalf of the dead king had, as is shown by Pyr. §§ 16 foil ., been
completely Osirianized by the end of the Fifth Dynasty . Accordingly the water used for the
libation which preceded the offering of natron and which was substituted for the lustral
washing of the king's body, is not identified with the water of a sacred solar pool nor
associated with Horus, Thoth, Seth, and Sept, but is said to be the moisture that has
exuded from Osiris'. By means of this water the dead king identified with Osiris receives
back his vital fluid and his heart is no longer still (wrd), but beats again . That this
libation actually does represent the old Heliopolitan lustration is shown by the first that it
is followed by the offering of natron (which act represents the purification of the mouth by
the chewing of that substance), and also by the fact that the formulae pronounced when
the natron was offored are the same as those recited when nation was offered after lustration
in the Rite of the pr-dwlt, and_ in the closely connected Opening of the Mouth and daily
temple liturgy. In these two last-mentioned rites, and in the version of the Rite of the
pr-dwlt preserved at Edfn, the formula pronounced daring the lustration was likewise
Osirianized . The water used for sprinkling the living king. and the dead king's portrait
'

See the writer's art. Parxs'r, 1'nrxoTnooo (Egyptian), ill HOBTIN 8, op. oil., p. 293" .
% Op . sit., p. 299°.
' E.g., KrLeu, ttecueil do Trun o.e, pp. 7foll . ; (JnnsarxoT, dle,nisi d'Edfou, pp . 89, 85 ; Bl.NEniTE,
L'Ilo do 1'kilao, pp . 9, 82 Poll.
P y,., § 22 foil.
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statue, is still associated with Horus,'lheth, Seth, and Sepal, but it is also said to unite the
bones, adjust the head to the bones, and make the person, statue, or divinity "complete"
(tm) in every particular' . Thus, to the Heliopolitan formula that ascribed the washing of
the king etc, to divinities associated with the sun-cult, was tacked on an Osirian formula
which represented the object of the lustration as a dismembered corpse that was being
revivified . A similar Osirian formula was repeated at the lustral washing of the dead king,
as I have shown on p . 119 of this volume of the Journal.
There are a few more points that I want to draw attention to before bringing to a close
what is, I fear, a rambling and disconnected article .
The Old Kingdom Supervisor of the pr-dwit not only officiated at the Pharaoh's daily
morning toilet, but also, I would suggest, (a) at the performances in the temple pr-dwlt,
and (b) at the washing of his royal master's corpse.
(a) We have seen that the title Supervisor of the pr-dwlt is closely associated with
that of Unique Friend (var. Friend). In the relief referred to on p . 155, which depicts the
washing of king Nuserre('s feet in the pr-dwit of his sun-temple, it is a Friend who holds
the can for feet-ablutions . Khnemhotpe (no . 7), a Friend, Controller of the Palace, Keeper
of the Crown etc ., was an Inspector of the werb-priests of Userkaf's sun-temple, while
Enkheftka (no . 8), also a Friend and Controller of the Palace, besides being a Superintendent of the king's linen, the king's adornment, and the bath-room of Pharaoh, was a
web priest of Sahurer's sun-temple. Again Ti (no. 13) in addition to being a Unique
Friend, Controller of the Palace, and the courtier responsible for the care of the Pharaoh's
wigs and diadem, was Superintendent of the sun-temples of Sahuree, Neferirkerer, Nefrurer,
and Nuserr6c. . It is most probable, therefore, that these three functionaries not only
supervised the mysteries in the pr-dwit of the palace, but those in the pr-dw?t of the
temples to which they were attached . Lastly Emrori of Dendereh (no. 25), apart from that
of Nomarch (hity-C), bears no titles that are not priestly, most of them being connected
with the cult of Hathor. A purely local notable, as Emrori appears to have been, could
hardly have officiated at the toilet of his sovereign in distant Memphis or Herakleopolis .
In his case, therefore, Supervisor of the pr-davit possibly means that he took part in the
ceremonies of the pr-dwit in Hathor's temple at Dendereh, when the Pharaoh came to visit
the goddess and to exercise before her his high-priestly office .
(b) Kenefer (no . 1) certainly assisted the king at his daily morning toilet, as the
association of the title Supervisor of the pr-dw,t with those of Unique Friend arid Controller
of the Palace indicates . But his being a Superintendent of his father king Snefru's pyramid
suggests that he also officiated at the funerary Rite of the pr-davit. The same funerary
function may also be assigned to Enkheftka (no . 8 ; see also above under a), who was a
wetb-priest of the pyramid of Sahurer ; Kemromet
; no . 11), a prophet
***
of the pyramid of Nuserrer ; Ti (no. 13), superintendent of the pyramid of Neferirkerer,
superintendent of the prophets of that pyramid, and superintendent of the pyramid of
Nuserrer ; Isesikhar (no . 21), an official of the pyramid of Piopi I ; Sesi (no. 22), an inspector
of the prophets of the same pyramid ; Mereruka (no . 18), an inspector of the prophets of
Teti's,pyramid ; and above all to Sekhemkerer (no . 9), who bore the title of
° Anubis
the Embalmer, i.e. he was the chief officiant at the Rite of Embalmment .
I Beooe, Book of Openi,eg the Mouth, vol . il l pp. 3fo11. ; Ksrcs, op . Cit ., p. s.
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The above-mentioned Kenofer and Sekheutkerhr, also Iunmin (no . 4) and Sethu (no. 17),
were sons of kings, in which connection it should be remembered that it is his sons who are
represented as assisting at the washing of the dead Dtmthotpe of El-Bersheh', and who, on
the analogy of the procedure followed at the court, would have acted in the same capacity
when he was alive .
It would appear, therefore, that the same courtiers who assisted the king at his daily
morning toilet in the pr-dwlt of the palace, assisted both at his purifying, robing etc ., in
the pr-dwlt of the temple and at the derived performance that took place at the embalmment of his corpse .
It will be observed that Meriteti (no. 19), the son of the great noble and official
Mereruka, is entitled in the latter's tomb-chapel, Lector of his father, Supervisor of the
Mysteries of the pr-dzelt. The addition of the words "of his father" to the title Lector,
and the close association of this title with that of Supervisor of the Mysteries of the pr-dwit,
suggest that the pr-dwlt here mentioned is not that of the king, but that the mysteries of
the pr-dwlt denote in this case the lustral washing etc . of Mereruka's corpse.
It is highly probable that the posthumous washing of the deceased to ensure his
rebirth had ceased to be an exclusively royal funerary rite by the beginning of the Sixth
Dynasty, the period when Mereruka flourished . The closely connected Rite of Opening the
Mouth was performed on statues of subjects as early as the end of the Third Dynasty, as we
learn from reliefs in the tomb-chapel of Metheni . Moreover by the end of the Sixth Dynastyportions of the Pyramid Teats were inscribed on the coffins of subjects, thus ensuring for
them the celestial destiny that, according to the earlier conceptiotf, viz . that of the Heliopolitan priesthood, was reserved for the dead Pharaoh .
N.B. The title "Supervisor of the Mysteries of the House of the Morning," when
quoted in e its article, is generally, for convenience sake, abbreviated to "Supervisor of the
House of the Morning ."
' See above, pp. 118, 123.
'~ Larstvs, Deuk,aSler, Part Il, P1 . 4foll. Metheute statue is in the Berlin Museum, as are also the
reliefs front his mavtabeh (l.ursius, lee. cit., and MesPaao, The Daeen of Civilization, ed. 1894, p. 293) .
i See Mere-Wivt.ocx, The P.,,,b f Seaettiei, pp. 50f.11 . slid 114 foil.

